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Britain. Thus it appears that if Japan could remain on friendly terms
with China without political control she might become the chief factor
in the trade of that country, and at the same time maintain the world's
respect. As things have worked out, however, Japan is finding that the
mere size of China is a potent obstacle to complete domination by a
foreign power. She finds, too, that the difference in energy between
Japanese and Chinese, although real and important, is not enough to
give her any such dominance as Britain has long enjoyed in India,
The Expansion of Italy
Italy is no exception to the general rule that at certain stages in its
career every great power has the adolescent spirit which makes it eager
for expansion. In the scramble of the great powers for Africa in the last
century Italy came off poorly. The country had only recently been united
under a single government, and it needed time to adjust itself to the new
conditions. Nevertheless, it made some feeble attempts to take African
territory. It obtained what was left of the south coast of the Mediter-
ranean. France, however, had already taken Algeria and Tunis, the
best western parts, and Britain had taken the good eastern part, Egypt.
What was left was mainly the Sahara Desert with a poor coastal strip in
Libya. Italian Somaliland and Eritrea were almost equally poor, for they
were either deserts or lands of poor tropical scrub and savanna. After
the first World War Mussolini awakened the adolescent spirit, and
Italy began to look around for some weak part of the earth that could
be made into a colony. The Monroe Doctrine excluded South America;
the rights of other powers or the desert excluded southern Asia and every
part of Africa except Ethiopia (Abyssinia). The fact that Ethiopia is
such a high, cool, isolated plateau had enabled it to remain independent
when all the rest of Africa except Liberia, which we protect, had been
taken by the nations of Europe. Inasmuch as Ethiopia lies close to
Eritrea and Italian Somaliland, the Italians selected it as their prey.
In these days of mechanized warfare no non-industrial country has a
chance when it comes to actual fighting against an industrial country.
Although the Abyssinians rank high among Africans for energy and
intelligence, they were easily conquered. The real problem for Italy
is not the conquest or even the governing of Abyssinia, but whether she
can make it pay. Most geographers are doubtful of this. Only a small
part of the country has the jungle type of vegetation which indicates
fitness for tropical plantations. Even the best parts are not particularly
good for white colonization, and they are already densely populated. Even
if Ethiopia could supply all the plantation products needed by Italy,
which is doubtful, the profit on them, over and above what it would cost

